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Abstract. This paper aims at the head mounted display (HMD) equipment based on smart phones, 
puts forward ainteractive mode in order to improve the immersion of virtual reality (VR) games and 
applications.Its core is a real-time humanmotion analysis algorithmbased ontri-axial acceleration (TA) 
sensor. This algorithm uses smart phone built-in sensor to obtain the real-time TA signal produced by 
human movement, after the processing and classification to the signal through the threshold value 
method to classify motion state of user, such as: stand, walk, run and jump. Then the results directly 
reflected in the virtual scene, make user do the same behavior in VR games and applications. The 
experimental results show that the algorithm can quickly and accurately determine some 
motions,ensures that the user can get higherimmersion in VR experiences. 

Introduction 
With the development and popularization of VR technology [1], the VR solution of usessmart 

phonesbuilt-in gyroscope sensor to track head movements and uses smart phone’s screen as a 3d 
display, is accepted by the masses of users. But this VR solution only can track head movements, its 
cause the interaction way too single, greatly limits the VR experiences. 

Using smart phone built-in sensor to obtain the real-time TA signal produced by human movement 
can increase the interact way in smart phone VR games and application, improve the user’s 
immersion. 

Traditionalalgorithm of using TA sensor to analysishuman motions is mainly using machine 
learning [2, 3],extracteigenvalues and eigenvectors after collecting a large amount of data, and using 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to classify the data. In the step of data preprocess, most of 
traditionalalgorithms using sliding window to record the whole motion process,this causedthe delay. 
Main application fields of this algorithm are physical activity consumption detection [4], health 
monitoring and fall detection [5]. In these fields’people major focus on quantity of motion and the 
veracity of motion states and do not have too much requirements for real-time performance. 

In VR games and applications, if the processing time is more than 200ms, the user will feel 
significant delay and dizziness. It makes the data which get form TA sensor need to be processing and 
decision in time (less than 200ms). 

This algorithm will analyze the signal vector magnitude (SVM) [6, 7] and the change of SVM 
(CSVM), extracts extreme value and period of each behavior, and set the threshold value to classify 
motion state of user. Because the application fields of this algorithm are VR games and application, 
the algorithm can get individual sports information in tutorial, and make a series of threshold value to 
each user. In this way the algorithm can exclude the influence formheight, weight, age and behavioral 
habits of different user, to increase the recognition accuracy. 
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Datacollection and Processing 
Datacollection.This paper use SAMSUNG GT-N7100 as the testing equipment. Before the testfix 

the phone in the VR helmet and worn on the headas shown in Fig. 1(a). Set the sampling rate as 60Hz, 
follow the program prompts as shown in Fig. 1(b) do the actions of walk, run, jump and stand. 

 
(a) Worn HMD                           (b)Program interface 

Fig. 1 Data collection 
Data processing.The change of motion state, directly affects the movement of energy change, a 

lot of research shows that a linear correlation is found between themovement quantity of the body and 
human movement accelerationintegral for time [8]. Compare with X, Y, Z three axis acceleration data 
the SVM can show the movement of energy change clearer, and use SVM can reduce the vector 
computation complexity. At time t, X, Y, Z three axis instant accelerationisax,t,ay,t,az,t, SVM isSt. 

 St = �ax,t
2 + ay,t

2 + az,t
2 (1) 

Graph of SVM is shown in Fig. 2. In order to get a better look of the speed of movement of energy 
change we also use CSVM data to analyze, in t time CSVM isCt.Graph of CSVM is shown in Fig. 
3.To get the extreme value better, we using median filter to the SVM data the result is shown in Fig. 4 

 
 Ct =  ABS(St+1 − St) (2) 

 
Fig. 2 The graph of SVM data 

 
Fig. 3 The graph of CSVM data 
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Fig. 4 The graph of SVM after filter 

Classification 
From test data analysis and comparison stand, walk, run, jump will be divided into two states. 

State1, low activity state, include stand and walk.  State2, high activity state, include run and jump. 
Because of CSVM can show the change of movement of energy, and in thefirst time of switch state1 
to state2, the change of energy is very evident, the maximum of CSVM in state1 Mlow can be used as 
threshold value to distinguish state1 and state2. Once appear Ci is bigger than Mlow in the process of 
movement, the state1 will switch to state2. 

 Ci > Mlow →State2 (3) 
But in state2, in one period of motion sometimesCi is smaller than Mlow, so we introduce the 

maximum of period of motion in state2 Thigh, when there is Thigh consecutive Ci is smaller than Mlow, 
the state2 will switch to state1. 

 Cn�n = 1,2, … Thigh� < Mlow →State1 (4) 
To respectively distinguish stand and walk, run and jump, we use the maximum of SVM in 

running and standing, Smaxr and Smaxs as threshold value. 
 State1 ∩ Si < Smaxs →Stand (5) 
 State1 ∩ Si > Smaxs →Walk (6) 
 State2 ∩ Si < Smaxr →Run (7) 
 State2 ∩ Si > Smaxr →Jump (8) 
For four users, we ask them to do each action ten times and statistics the result is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 Experiment Results 
Action Correct Number Correct Rate  
Stand 37 92.5%  
Walk 40 100%  
Run 38 95%  
Jump 35 87.5%  

Application in field of VR 
The interactive mode combines the algorithmin this paper and head movements tracking, can be 

applied in VR games and applications to get user much more agile control in VR experiences, to make 
the role in virtual world do the same action with user, then improve the user’s immersion. 
Underrestrictions of the space of real world, sometimes user needs to do all the action on the spot, in 
this situation the mode in this paper also can bring a good experience to the users 

Summary 
This paperanalysis and applications the human movement data, come from the TA sensor. 

Building an interaction model looks on smartphone VR users, to increase the immersion successfully. 
Factual proof that in HCI field, interactive mode which more natural and genuine can increase the 
immersion. In the feedback of users many people point that the delay from state2 switch state1 is too 
long, and this algorithm doesn’t eliminate offset which come from the head move. 
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